We investigate the relation between two aspects of round robin tournament scheduling problems: breaks and distances. The distance minimization problem and the breaks maximization problem are equivalent when the distance between every pair of teams is equal to 1. We show how to construct schedules with a maximum number of breaks for some tournament types. The connection between breaks maximization and distance minimization is used to derive lower bounds to the mirrored traveling tournament problem and to prove the optimality of solutions found by a heuristic for the latter.
Motivation
Optimization methods have been successfully applied to scheduling problems in sports. Timetabling is certainly the major area of application [1, 3, 8, 14, 17] . Sport leagues and teams need schedules satisfying several types of constraints and optimizing different types of objectives [16] . In this context, the total distance traveled becomes an important variable to be minimized, to reduce traveling costs and to give more time to the players for resting and training along very long seasons. The length of sequences of consecutive games played away and of consecutive games played at home by each team is also relevant, since these figures are related to fairness and equilibrium between the teams.
We consider a tournament played by n teams, where n is an even number. In a simple round robin (SRR) tournament, each team plays every other exactly once. In a double round robin (DRR) tournament, each team plays every other twice, once at home and once away. A mirrored double round robin (MDRR) tournament is an SRR tournament in the first n − 1 rounds, followed by the same tournament with reversed venues in the last n − 1 rounds. The games are divided in a certain number of prescheduled rounds (or slots) and each team plays at most once at each round. An SRR (resp. DRR) tournament is said to be compact if the number of rounds is n − 1 (resp. 2(n − 1)). We consider only compact tournaments in this work.
We assume that each team in the tournament has a stadium at its home city. The distances between the home cities are known. Each team is located at its home city at the beginning of the tournament, to where it returns at the end after E-mail addresses: useba@inf.puc-rio.br (S. Urrutia), celso@inf.puc-rio.br (C.C. Ribeiro). playing the last away game. Whenever a team plays two consecutive away games, it goes directly from the city of the first opponent to the other, without returning to its own home city.
A tournament schedule determines at which round and in which stadium each game takes place. A home-away pattern (HAP) of a team is a vector of n − 1 positions (resp. 2(n − 1)) in the case of an SRR (resp. a DRR) tournament filled with H's and A's. An H (resp. A) in position r means that this team has a home (resp. away) game in round r or, in other words, that its playing condition is at home (resp. away). A HAP set associated with a tournament schedule is a collection of n HAPs, each of them associated with a different team, see Fig. 1 .
We say that a team has a break in round r if it has two consecutive home games (home break) or two consecutive away games (away break) in rounds r − 1 and r. Given a schedule S, the total number of breaks B(S) is defined as the sum of the number of breaks of all teams according with the schedule S. There are no two equal HAPs in a HAP set, since every two teams have to play against each other at some round. Since in every round n/2 teams play at home and the other n/2 teams play away, there is necessarily a home break for every away break and vice versa. Therefore, in any round of any schedule the number of home breaks is equal to the number of away breaks. In consequence, the number of home breaks and the number of away breaks in any schedule are both equal to B(S)/2.
Breaks minimization problems with different restrictions on the schedules have been studied by several authors. De Werra [4] [5] [6] [7] showed how to construct schedules with a minimum number of breaks (n − 2 for SRR tournaments) and proved other tournament scheduling properties using graph theory. Elf et al. [10] considered the problem of minimizing breaks when the timetable is fixed, but the home-away pattern set is unknown. Miyashiro et al. [12] characterized schedules with a minimum number of breaks for SRR tournaments with up to 26 teams. Miyashiro and Matsui [13] have shown that breaks minimization and breaks maximization in SRR tournaments are equivalent problems when the timetable is known beforehand. They developed a polynomial time algorithm to check if there exists a home-away pattern set for the given timetable with exactly n − 2 breaks.
Russell and Leung [18] were the first to consider the problem of generating a timetable and a consistent home-away assignment maximizing the number of breaks. They proved that n(n/2 − 1) is an upper bound to the maximum number of breaks, when no team may play more than two consecutive home or away games. This bound is tight for n = 2 and n = 4. They proved that this bound cannot be attained for n = 6. They gave an algorithm to generate schedules with n(n/2 − 1) − (n − 4) breaks.
Given a schedule S, the total distance traveled D(S) is defined as the sum of the distances traveled by all teams. Distance minimization problems have been studied by several authors. Bean and Birge [2] focused on the scheduling problem for the National Basketball Association, in which the most limiting constraints concerned rest days and stadium availability. Costa [3] considered the scheduling of the National Hockey League, in which one of the objectives is the minimization of the total distance traveled by all teams. An increasing interest for this area is noticed since the formulation of the Traveling Tournament Problem (TTP) by Easton et al. [8] , see e.g., Anagnostopoulos et al. [1] and Ribeiro and Urrutia [17] .
In this work, we establish a connection between distance minimization and breaks maximization problems in the same sense as in [18] . We define in the next section the class of constant instances, in which all distances are equal to 1 and for which the distance minimization problem and the breaks maximization problem are equivalent. This acts as the motivation for studying the breaks maximization problem. In Section 3, we show how to construct fair schedules with a maximum number of breaks for equilibrated SRR and DRR tournaments. Upper bounds to the number of breaks in mirrored DRR schedules satisfying the constraints of the TTP are studied in Section 4. These upper bounds are explored in Section 5 to exactly solve large constant instances of the traveling tournament problem. Concluding remarks are drawn in the last section.
Connecting the number of breaks with the traveled distance
We define the class of constant instances for distance minimization problems, in which the distance between any pair of stadiums is equal to 1. The distance traveled D(S) is equal to the number of travels for any schedule S of a constant instance. These instances will be used in the sequel to establish a connection between breaks maximization and distance minimization problems.
Constant instances are relevant if teams want to minimize the number of travels, instead of the total distance traveled. This makes sense when, for example, teams are traveling by airplane, since costs do not differ that much but every travel may be very time consuming. In other words, when the fixed traveling costs are more important than the variable traveling costs related to the traveled distance.
When the traveling tournament problem was formulated, the circle instances (in which the teams form a cycle graph such that the distance between two consecutive teams is always equal to 1) were defined for testing if this problem was easier on instances where the traveling salesman problem is trivial. However, in practice circle instances appear to be as hard as realistic instances in most of the computational work done to date. The fact that on constant instances every feasible solution is optimal for the traveling salesman problem is a motivation to investigate whether the TTP is easier on these instances.
We notice that n/2 teams have to travel to play an away game in the first round. To play in every other round, each team has to travel, unless it has a home break. Since n/2 teams finish the tournament with an away game, they have to return to home after their last game. Let us denote by R = n − 1 (resp. R = 2(n − 1)) the number of rounds of an SRR (resp. a DRR) tournament. Then, the total distance traveled in a schedule S of a constant instance is
Thus,
We conclude that by maximizing the number of breaks we also minimize the traveled distance for the constant instances. Moreover, for the constant instances and for any upper bound to the number of breaks, these relations yield a lower bound to the distance traveled. This is the motivation underlying the study of the breaks maximization problem. In the context of this problem, we seek schedules with as many breaks as possible.
Maximum number of breaks for round robin tournaments
We first consider an SRR tournament with no further restrictions. The problem of generating a timetable maximizing the number of breaks can be solved by applying the technique proposed by de Werra [5] to generate a timetable with a minimum number of breaks, followed by the procedure proposed by Miyashiro and Matsui [13] , obtaining a timetable with a maximum number of breaks. In this timetable, one team plays all its games at home and another team plays all its games away, both teams having n − 2 breaks. Every other team has only one round (besides the first) without a break. In consequence, an SRR schedule with a maximum number of breaks has exactly 2(n − 2)
SRR timetables with a maximum number of breaks are unfair if no side constraint is considered. Real timetabling problems in sports generally include side constraints dealing, for example, with the number of home and away games played by every team.
In the more fair case of equilibrated SRR tournaments, each team must play either n/2−1 or n/2 games at home. This is equivalent to say that every team has to play at least n/2 − 1 home games and n/2 − 1 away games. In consequence, no team may have n − 2 breaks as in the case of an unconstrained SRR tournament. A similar approach to those used by de Werra [5] and Russell and Leung [18] to construct schedules with an optimal number of breaks can be used to create an equilibrated schedule with a maximum number of breaks, the latter being equal to n 2 − 4n + 4 = (n − 2) 2 . We now consider this problem in the context of an unconstrained DRR tournament, in which every team plays exactly n − 1 games away and n − 1 games at home. The maximum number of breaks a team might have would be 2(n − 1) − 1 = 2n − 3, if it played all games away or all games at home. However, in a DRR tournament every team plays n − 1 games at home and n − 1 games away. To maximize its number of breaks, a team should play the first n − 1 games at home and the final n − 1 games away or vice versa. Round n is the only one without a break for this team. Only two teams may have 2n − 4 breaks. The remaining n − 2 teams may have at most 2n − 5 breaks. Then, UB DRR = 2(2n − 4) + (n − 2)(2n − 5) = 2n 2 − 5n + 2 is an upper bound to the total number of breaks in a DRR schedule.
To generate a schedule with exactly UB DRR breaks, we just double the schedule built for the associated unconstrained SRR tournament, with reversed venues in the final n − 1 rounds. The two teams playing all their games in the same condition and having n − 2 breaks each in the original SRR schedule, now have breaks in all but the first and the nth rounds, totaling 2n − 4 breaks. The other teams have breaks in all rounds, except the first, the round where they did not have a break in the original SRR schedule, and the corresponding round in the second part of the DRR tournament, totaling 2n − 5 breaks. Note that schedules built upon this rule are necessarily mirrored.
The above results for DRR tournaments show that the unconstrained traveling tournament problem, with no bounds on the number of consecutive home or away games, can be solved in polynomial time on constant instances.
Upper bounds to the maximum number of breaks for mirrored TTP tournaments
We now consider a special class of TTP-constrained MDRR tournaments, where no team can play more than three consecutive home or three consecutive away games.
Let a compact HAP (CHAP) be a vector of positive integer numbers. Each component of this vector represents the number of games in a sequence of consecutive games that a team plays in the same condition in each half of an MDRR. A CHAP should satisfy the following conditions to be feasible for a TTP-constrained MDRR tournament:
• each component must be smaller than or equal to 3 (since no team may play more than three consecutive games away or at home); • the sum of all components must be equal to n − 1 (since each team plays exactly n − 1 times in each half of a DRR tournament); and • if the number of components is even, the sum of the first and the last components must be smaller than or equal to 3 (since the games associated with the first component will be played in the same condition in the second half of the tournament as the games associated with the last component in the first half).
Each CHAP represents two possible HAPs, one with the first component associated with home games and the other with the first component associated with away games. Fig. 2 shows a CHAP and its two possible corresponding HAPs. We define g 1 , g 2 and g 3 as the number of components equal to one, two, and three in a CHAP, respectively. There is one break in each sequence of games associated with a component equal to 2. There are two breaks in each sequence of games associated with a component equal to 3. Therefore, and since the tournament is mirrored, the number of breaks of a team with a given CHAP is 2(2g 3 + g 2 ) if g 1 + g 2 + g 3 is odd, and 2(2g 3 + g 2 ) + 1 otherwise (since in this case it has an extra break in the first round of the second half).
Instances of this problem will be separated in three classes, according with the number of teams in the tournament:
• C 0 : instances with (n − 1) mod 3 = 0, • C 1 : instances with (n − 1) mod 3 = 1, • C 2 : instances with (n − 1) mod 3 = 2.
Instances in these classes will be studied separately in the following. We notice that games should be grouped as much as possible in the same playing condition to maximize the number of breaks, which is directly proportional to 2g 3 + g 2 . Moreover, whenever possible we attempt to have an even number of components, to maximize the number of breaks in the first round of the second half. 
Upper bound for instances C 2
We first consider CHAPs with g 3 = (n − 1)/3 , g 2 = 1 and g 1 = 0. Since (n − 1) mod 3 = 2, then n mod 3 = 0 and (n − 1)/3 = n/3 − 1. Since n is even, so n/3 is also even in this case and g 3 = (n − 1)/3 = n/3 − 1 is odd. A CHAP with such components has 2(2g 3 + g 2 ) + 1 = 2(2 (n − 1)/3 + 1) + 1 breaks. However, such a CHAP is infeasible, because the number of components is even (g 3 is odd, g 2 is 1 and g 1 is 0 ) and the sum of the first and last components is greater than 3. Let Q = 2g 3 + g 2 , where the values of g 2 and g 3 refer to this infeasible CHAP.
We now show that CHAPs with one break less than 2Q + 1 are also infeasible. Such a CHAP should necessarily have an odd number of components and 2g 3 + g 2 = Q. However, this is not possible because to have an odd number of components at least one of the sequences would have to be divided into smaller sequences.
We proceed by showing that CHAPs with two breaks less than 2Q + 1 are once again infeasible. For obtaining a new CHAP with exactly two breaks less, we must divide the sequence of games in order to obtain an even number of components and 2g 3 + g 2 = Q − 1. This is also impossible, because at least two additional components must be created: either a sequence of three games must be divided into three sequences of one game or more than one sequence should be divided. In both cases, the sum 2g 3 + g 2 would be smaller than Q − 1.
Therefore, a CHAP with a maximum number of breaks may have at most 2(2 (n − 1)/3 + 1) + 1 − 3 = 4 (n − 1)/3 = 4(n/3 − 1) breaks. In consequence, n · 4(n/3 − 1) = 4(n 2 /3 − n) = UB C 2 is an upper bound to the total number of breaks in feasible schedules for problem instances in class C 2 .
Upper bound for instances C 1
Once again, we attempt to group the games as much as possible to maximize 2g 3 + g 2 and, consequently, the number of breaks. Therefore, we consider CHAPs with g 3 = (n − 1)/3 , g 2 = 0, and g 1 = 1 or with g 3 = (n − 1)/3 − 1, g 2 = 2, and g 1 = 0. Since (n − 1) mod 3 = 1, then (n − 2) mod 3 = 0, (n − 1)/3 = (n − 2)/3, and (n − 1)/3 is even. In consequence, both types of CHAPs have an odd number of components, are feasible, and have 2(2 (n − 1)/3 ) = 4( (n − 1)/3 ) = 4(n − 2)/3 breaks. In consequence, n · 4(n − 2)/3 = 4(n 2 − 2n)/3 = UB C 1 is an upper bound to the total number of breaks in feasible schedules for problem instances in class C 1 .
Upper bound for instances C 0
As before, we attempt to group the games to maximize 2g 3 + g 2 . Therefore, we start by considering CHAPs with g 3 = (n − 1)/3, g 2 = 0 and g 1 = 0. Since (n − 1)/3 is odd, this type of CHAP is feasible and the associated teams have 2(2((n − 1)/3)) = 4(n − 1)/3 breaks each. Since there is only one CHAP with such values of g 1 -g 3 and there are always two possible HAPs for every CHAP, only two teams may have this CHAP. Let Q = 2g 3 + g 2 , where the values of g 2 and g 3 refer to this feasible CHAP.
To decrease the number of breaks by 1, the first possibility consists in dividing one sequence of three games into one sequence with one game and another sequence with two games, with the number of components turning to be even. In this case, we consider CHAPs with g 3 = (n − 1)/3 − 1, g 2 = 1, and g 1 = 1. Since the number of components is even, the two components associated with the sequences containing one and two games have to be the first and the last (in any order) in a feasible CHAP with 4(n − 1)/3 − 1 breaks. Since there are only two feasible types of CHAPs satisfying these conditions, only four teams may have 4(n − 1)/3 − 1 breaks in this situation. The second possibility would consist in dividing two sequences of three games into three sequences of two games, with the number of components turning to be even. However, this is not feasible because the sum of the first and the last components would be greater than 3.
No team may have 4(n − 1)/3 − 2 breaks. Such a team should have a CHAP with the sum 2g 3 + g 2 = Q − 1 and an odd number of components. Two possibilities exist: (a) one sequence of three games should be divided into one sequence of two games and one sequence of one game, or (b) two sequences of three games should be divided into three components of two games. However, in both cases the number of components turn to be even.
Similarly, no team may have 4(n − 1)/3 − 3 breaks. Such a team should have a CHAP with the sum 2g 3 + g 2 = Q − 2 and an even number of components. As before, two possibilities exist: (a) one sequence of three games should be divided into three sequences of one game or (b) two sequences of three games should be divided into two sequences of two games and two sequences of one game. However, in both cases the number of components remains odd and, therefore, the number of breaks would be 4(n − 1)/3 − 4.
For n = 4, two teams may have 4(n − 1)/3 breaks each and the others 4(n − 1)/3 − 1 breaks each. Therefore, the maximum number of breaks is bounded by 2(4(n − 1)/3) + 2(4(n − 1)/3 − 1) = 14. For n > 4, two teams may have 4(n − 1)/3 breaks each, four teams may have 4(n − 1)/3 − 1 breaks each, and the remaining n − 6 teams may have only 4(n − 1)/3 − 4 breaks each. In this case, the maximum number of breaks is bounded by 2(4(n − 1)/3) + 4(4(n − 1)/3 − 1) + (n − 6)(4(n − 1)/3 − 4) = 4(n 2 − n)/3 − 4n + 20. Then,
is an upper bound to the total number of breaks in feasible schedules for problem instances in class C 0 .
Putting together the above results for the three classes of instances, we have the following upper bound to the maximum number of breaks in TTP-constrained MDRR schedules:
Since D(S) = 2n(n − 1) − B(S)/2 for any schedule S of a constant instance, the upper bound UB MTTP to B(S) can be used in the computation of a lower bound to the distance traveled for this constant class of instances. UB MTTP yields the following lower bound to the distance traveled in constant instances of the mirrored TTP:
Solving the traveling tournament problem on constant instances
The bound UB MTTP is not necessarily tight. Contrary to the cases of simpler SRR and DRR tournaments, a general constructive method to build schedules for TTP-constrained mirrored DRR tournaments with exactly UB MTTP breaks does not exist to date. However, approximate solutions can be obtained by exploring the connection between breaks maximization and distance minimization in the case of the constant instances.
To solve the mirrored TTP problems on the constant instances, we applied the GRILS-mTTP heuristic proposed by Ribeiro and Urrutia [17] . This heuristic is derived from the combination of the GRASP [15] and Iterated Local Search [11] metaheuristics and uses an ejection chain mechanism to implement perturbations. For each constant instance with n = 4, 6, . . . , 20, this algorithm was run for 15 min on a Pentium IV machine with a 2.0 GHz clock and 512 Mbytes of RAM memory. Table 1 displays the numerical results. For each constant instance, defined by the number n of teams, we give the distance traveled D(S) associated with the solution found by the heuristic; the lower bound LB to D(S) derived from the upper bound UB MTTP by exploring the connection established in Section 2; the gap between D(S) and LB; and the number B(S) of breaks. The constant instances of the mirrored traveling tournament problem with sizes n = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 16 teams were solved to proved optimality. These results seem to indicate that constant instances are easier than the previously defined artificial instances (i.e., the circle instances). They are the largest mirrored TTP instances exactly solved to date. The largest solved instance with general distances to date has only eight teams [9] . The upper bounds derived in Section 4 were used to prove the optimality of the solutions found by the heuristic.
Conclusions
In this work, we have considered the class of constant instances for distance minimization problems in round robin tournament scheduling, in which all distances are equal to 1. For these problems, distance minimization and breaks maximization are equivalent. This equivalence was used to prove the optimality of solutions found by a heuristic developed for the mirrored traveling tournament problem.
The constant instances solved to optimality are the largest mirrored TTP instances exactly solved to date. They seem to be easier than other classes of artificially created TTP instances. In spite of being easier than other instances, they could not be exactly solved for n > 16.
Further complexity results for constant instances would possibly shed more light on the complexity of the traveling tournament problem, which was not yet established in the general case. The results for DRR tournaments showed that the unconstrained traveling tournament problem, with no bounds on the number of consecutive home or away games, can be solved in polynomial time on constant instances. This was the first result establishing the complexity of a special case of the TTP. Using the connection between the number of breaks and the traveled distance, it can be shown that the optimal solution for the unconstrained TTP in this particular case is equal to n 2 + n/2 − 1.
Schedules with minimum distances for constant instances can be explored in the construction of good initial solutions for local search procedures for solving real instances of distance minimization problems.
The total number of trips in a feasible schedule for a mirrored TTP instance is greater than or equal to any lower bound to the distance traveled in the corresponding constant instance. This valid inequality can be appended to integer programming formulations of the mirrored TTP. Preliminary results showed that it may have a strong impact in the performance of integer programming solvers applied to the mirrored TTP.
